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Chicken is so healthy and versatile; no wonder we're eating more chicken than ever before.

Chicken can be easy enough for family and fancy enough for guests. But haven’t we all spent a

lot of time looking through cookbooks for that one terrific chicken recipe? It would be great to

have a host of wonderful tasty chicken recipes in one easy to use collection. Well: here it is a

collection of chicken recipes for any occasion. All in one place and at your finger tips.

“Innovative . . . Linford gives time the respect and attention it is due. . . . The pleasures of Ms.

Linford’s book come from dozens of tiny epiphanies about the almost magical powers of this

universal invisible ingredient. . . . The Missing Ingredient offers a unique perspective on how

food is produced. Paging through the book is time well spent.”- The Wall Street Journal“Jenny

Linford goes beyond our day-to-day experiences with time in the kitchen and provides readers

with a deeper look at the role of time in food preparation . . . The Missing Ingredient is

thoroughly researched with plenty of fascinating food revelations for the curious cook to enjoy.”-

New York Journal of Books“A compelling book . . . Time is the unacknowledged genie of the

kitchen. The Missing Ingredient considers the meanings that go beyond quantitative

measures.”- Darra Goldstein, Times Literary Supplement“[The Missing Ingredient] explores so

much more than time. . . . For the avid foodie or cook The Missing Ingredient is a treasure trove

of information and curiosities. Linford has done her research and written a book that will inspire

and entertain.”“Brilliant and original . . . From slow feasts to fast food, Linford shows that, no

matter what we are cooking, time is of the essence.”- Bee Wilson, Sunday Times“Interesting

and clever . . . revelatory. The Missing Ingredient is the result of a great deal of research; it’s

also the product of a 25-year career in food writing, something you feel on every page.”- Rachel

Cooke, Guardian“Engaging . . . [through] personal reminiscences, historical gastronomical

overviews, professional observations, and profiles of current culinary artisans, noted food

writer Linford invites readers to dip into areas that pique interest while providing an overall

structure that encourages cover-to-cover reading. . . . will ensnare browsers and prove

irresistible to chefs and foodies.”- Booklist“Jenny Linford has created something quite

remarkable: a treatise on the single most vital and most overlooked element of food and

cooking that's as page-turning as a thriller. A glorious, essential addition to every food lover’s

book shelves.”- Marina O’Loughlin, restaurant critic“Thoughtful, lively, and original. No one has

approached food in regard to time before.”- Jill Norman, food and wine writer“Beautifully written

and highly original. Jenny Linford scrutinizes time-honored food production methods and

cookery techniques through the often-ignored lens of time. A gently informative, almost lyrical

volume for our impatient times.”- Joanna Blythman, author of Shopped: The Shocking Power of

British Supermarkets“Thoughtful and engaging.”- Waitrose Weekend --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJenny Linford is a food writer and a member of

the Guild of Food Writers whose recipes and food articles have appeared in many outlets,

including the Financial Times, Time Out, and Square Meal. She is the author of numerous

books including The Chef's Library and Garlic, and editor of 1001 Restaurants You Must

Experience Before You Die. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Delicious Soup Recipes (Delicious Recipes Book 1), Delicious Summer Desserts (Delicious

Recipes Book 2), Healthy Eating For Healthy Lifestyles (Delicious Recipes Book 3), Delicious

Summer Salad Recipes (Delicious Recipes Book 3), Ice Cream Desserts (Delicious Recipes

Book 3), Quick and Easy Chicken Recipes (Delicious Recipes Book 5), Incredibly Easy

Chinese (Delicious Recipes Book 7), Sizzling Mexican Cuisine (Delicious Recipes Book 7),

Baking Texas Pies-Sweet & Savory (Delicious Recipes Book 9), Cupcake-Cookies and

Brownies (Delicious Recipes Book 10), Country Crock-Slow Cooker Recipes (Delicious

Recipes Book 12), Country Baking Quick Breads and Muffins (Delicious Recipes Book 13),

Game Day Appetizers and Super Snacks (Delicious Recipes Book 14), Thanksgiving and

Christmas Recipes (Delicious Recipes Book 15), Chicken Breast Recipes (Delicious Recipes

Book 17), Coffee Cakes and Pound Cakes (Delicious Recipes Book 18), Country Crock Soups

And Stews (Delicious Recipes Book 18)

Jeanne Lynn, “Tons of Chicken Recipes in this Book. I've bought a lot of Chicken Cookbooks

from Amazon. I can buy chicken really cheap in bulk at our local butchers so I'm always on the

hunt for tasty chicken recipes.This cookbook, Quick and Easy Chicken Recipes, contains a

huge amount of recipes for an ebook.The cookbook is divided into the following

sections:Chicken SaladsChicken Wings (6 different wing recipes --YUM!)Microwave Chicken

Recipes (Great for those of us without central air)Chicken Dinner Recipes (the chicken and

dumpling casserole recipe made my mouth water)Chicken Skillet DinnersChicken on the Grill

RecipesChinese Chicken Recipes (I can't wait to try the Chicken Lo Mein! Cheap and

Easy!)Chicken Soup RecipesThe recipes are very straight-forward and look easy-to-prepare.

You'll learn a lot of new ways to cook chicken from this ebook.”

Ebook Tops Reader 12345, “Great read for any age!. Ok, I LOVED this book! I could not put it

down! I did tell the author there was one part I did not like-the end. Why? Because it was

finished! I was not ready for it to end! I do like some fantasy books, so when I saw an

opportunity to review this book for free, I jumped on it! From the beginning if was like watch a

movie in my mind. I can see this being a motion picture. There was constant action and the

book kept moving. I didn't feel like there were gaps, too much information, or too little

information like some books I've read. For those with younger children, I did not see anything

that would be bad for a pre-teen/teen to read this. I would highly recommend this book for

every age!”

Karenmarie, “Not to bad. Haven't made any of the receipes yet but they sound pretty

interesting. I will get to it soon. I like it cause it was free.”

Jannette Susan Crosby, “Delicious recipes. Spoilt for choice - some really lovely recipes with

easy to follow instructions. Recommend that you try this book, there's something for all tastes”

The book by June Kessler has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 6 people have provided feedback.
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